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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Flax used to be part of traditional Alpine agricultural self-supply. It was raw material for linen 
weaving and high quality oil. As cotton and synthetic textiles replaced flax in Alpine regions not only the 
labor intensive cultivation of flax vanished from farms, also communication about flax related practices 
ended and the complex knowledge about flax is falling in oblivion. The project “Landscape and You-th” 
works with local schools and targets communication and regional cultural tradition around flax using oral 
history and history re-enactment. Little information about flax can be found in written documents, but 
practices and knowledge can be reconstructed along oral history interviews. Students were trained in 
interviewing elderly locals and they revived in intergenerational communication interest in old agricultural 
practices. Results of the interviews were used to create an animated film, a documentary film and an 
application for a self-guided audio tour. Traces of flax are still visible in the landscape of the Lesachtal, in 
built structures of the valley and in many kept tools and products, such as bales of linen. Students used 
architectural objects and tools together with experienced locals to “re-enact” old work practices, to 
cultivate flax on a small scale, re-use old buildings and tools to reconstruct the old knowledge base for 
flax production. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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1. Why Flax? 

The latin botany term for flax reveals its importance. “Linum usitatissimum”-  most useful linum 
- traces back to the Fertile Crescent in the Upper Paleolithic, and in history of central Europe 
more than 5000 years ago. It played an important role in the Roman Empire and was revived in 
the Middle Ages by Charlemagne who published about the hygienic use of linen sheets and the 
healthy linseed oil. Flax as a food and fibre crop was widely grown all over Europe, with best 
quality in cold and damp regions. In some regions, e.g. Flandern and Ireland, it used to be one 
of the main agricultural products and important raw material for textile industries. Alpine 
regions with a high diversification in agricultural production saw flax as one – most useful - of its 
manifold products, grown in rotating field systems (Zeitlhofer, 2010, 23). Today flax growing is 
most relevant in Canada, USA, and China, in general in separate production of two specialised 
variations of the plant, one for linseed (oil, paint) and one for fibres (textiles). 

In Alpine valleys flax was grown up to altitudes of 1200m in a rotation system of different crops 
(Mathieu, 2015, 76; Matouch, 1997, 202; Strohmeier, 1997, pp. 56). The Lesach valley provided 
good growing conditions with its intense rainfalls - in average 1,400 mm annually (Neumann, 
1997, 16; Zeitlhofer, 2010, 23). Traditionally flax was grown every seventh to ninth year on the 
same field, it was sown also on fallow land; in crop rotation, flax was the last crop with high 
tolerance to exhausted soil. Acreage needed was small, yield was high. Parcels exceeded rarely 
one fourth of a hectare, sometime as small as 100 m² up to the average of 0.15 ha; some of the 
land for growing flax was tenured land for a kind of “surplus” crop if the work necessary was 
affordable.  

Time to sow was chosen carefully: it must not be too early -  late snowfall in April or even in May 
could damage the young plants - and it must not be too late because early frost and snow - in 
high altitude sometimes as early as late August - could destroy the crop before harvested. After 
a growing period of about 100 days, harvest started 13 weeks after sown, one month after 
bloom or two weeks after the seed capsulas formed (Lipp, 1989, 6; Zeitlhofer, 2010, 27; 
MacFadyen, 2015).  

After the harvest – flax was pulled out manually with its roots to keep the maximal length of the 
fibres – the plants, stem and seed-capsules, had to be dried and fibres and seeds separated. The 
stems were put on fields to expose them to changing humidity or into water to be “retted” for 
some weeks (that means to rott, which caused pollution if done in brooks, an early 
environmental problem causing complaints) and then prepared for “breaking” the stems (Lipp, 
1989, pp. 6). The amount of work hours needed for producing flax as raw material was much 
higher compared to other crop (Zeitlhofer, 2010, 29).  Most of the work to win flax fibres could 
be done in fall, after all the harvest work of crops and hey.  

Further work was needed also on the seeds. Working the seeds meant separating them from 
the stems: “threshing”, and cleaning before crushing them to prepare for the oil-pressing 
procedure. 

Processing the plant to get fibres as raw material required manifold and complex worksteps and 
tools, with various work divisions, including a special time organisation and special work-spaces 
and buildings (Lipp, 1989). Breaking the fibres lose from the stems after “retting” was done after 
“roasting” the stems to make them briddle either in a “roast ditch” (“Röstgrube”) or in a smallish 
stone building (the “Brechelstube”) that could be heated. These works were mainly womens 
work, and the heated building during work turned into a “sweat”-house, a steam-bath and also 
to wash clean from dust and waste of breaking flax. Men had to keep out, peeping at the women 
they were caught in funny rituals, e.g. “Krageln”, we will learn about later.  

There were many more work steps to clean and process the fibres before they could be spun: 
“scutching” meant straighten of the fibres, “hackling” or “heckling” for further cleaning and 
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straightening, and - as a last step - dressing of fibres before spinning them to yarn. Yarn was kept 
until weaving, mainly for winter’s work. In Alpine regions winters are long, so many works were 
kept until snow covered the farm land: forest and wood work, repairs, the making of tools, and 
also spinning and weaving was done in winter. Weavers, so called “Störweber”, came in the farm 
house to stay there for days till all the yarn was turned into textiles, e.g. rough canvas, coarse 
and fine linen (Guggenberger, 2007, pp. 67; Friedl, 2011, pp. 34). Sometimes a weaver, male or 
female, brought one of his/her children as helper and apprentice. 

In agricultural production this meant manifold chores next to all the other farm works, and 
farmers developed efficient work processes. It took many different worksteps and skills to turn 
flax into more or less soft textiles. Because it was only one of several segments of agricultural 
products in Alpine farming, work distribution between the genders was not very strict. If time 
was right for specific worksteps the next available work force had to contribute: men, women, 
and children. And in final work steps before using the textiles as linnen and for clothing also men 
were taking part in many jobs. When men had finished their work (e.g. work in the forest), they 
frequently joined spinning and weaving – sometimes with great skills and well respected output 
(Friedl, 2010). All the skills in these works were part of men’s and women’s tacit knowledge: 
experiential knowledge, required in learning by doing, starting as children. 

2. Forgotten Knowledge, Lost Skills 

Landscapes in Alpine valleys used to be more colourful in summer than today. Paintings and 
early photos show us green forests above fields of various colours: yellow and golden fields of 
wheat and rye, red, rose and white fields of poppy, rose and purple colours of buckwheat, and 
sky-blue small patches of flax. In the 1900s, especially after the 1960s, colours of the landscape 
changed into the greens of meadows for cattle breeding and milk production. 

The process of specialisation in agriculture started with industrialisation, in different regions at 
different time (Uexkötter, 2010, 370). So called disadvantaged regions, mountainous 
peripheries, kept its old traditions of mixed and diverse production the longest, but even in the 
most peripheral Alpine valleys the end of flax production came in the 1960s. Intensification of 
cattle breeding and milk production allowed specialised farming, and the diversity of traditional 
agriculture diminished. The Great Transformation (Polanyi, 1944, pp. 77) of turning farm land 
and farm products into commodities for commercial markets was near to be completed. In 
remote valleys of mountain regions rural diversity was never lost completely and remains of old 
agricultural practises and knowledge are still present, some are part of special culture 
programmes in tourism (for Switzerland, see: Taufer, 2015). 

Simultaneously and overlapping, modernity and “post-modernity” in the 1980s to 1990s 
brought about new approaches to keep rural traditions. New interest for rural cultures spread 
out, museums (there were numerous “flax”, “linen”, and textile museum founded in late 20th 
century) took hold of agricultural traditions and re-invented “traditional agriculture” in a time 
when still some of the old practises and  traditional knowledge were preserved as cultural 
heritage. 

The Lesach-Valley has built special tourist programmes upon some of its traditions, part of it’s 
strategy to develop a tourism of a special quality based on the natural and cultural ressources 
of the valley, on “Living Traditions” (Taufer, 2015). We have observed a high awareness for the 
relevance of cultural sustainability (Heintel, 2007) within the region, balancing preservation of 
traditions with openness for new and creative cultural development. Several local associations 
work out programmes for tourists using landscapes, traditional agricultural products, 
instruments, and architectures. The so called mills-association (“Mühlenverein”) in Maria Luggau 
restored several mills, renovated the buildings and their interior, rebuilt mills to serve their 
traditional purpose again; and it also renovated a “Brechelstube” where formerly breaking of 
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flax was done. This building, an architectural heritage object of great value, can be heated again, 
flax can be roasted and broken - “gebrechelt” - with special tools that were kept and restored. 
One of the mills was used to crunch linseed and squeeze linseed-oil, it was completely rebuilt by 
its owner and put in function again. The so called “Mühlenweg” (a theme-walk) is more focused 
on milling crop, but work with flax and linseed is part of guided tours and for special event, e.g. 
living history performances and history re-enactment workshops. People, active in the 
“Mühlenverein” and pioneers in reconstructing local agricultural tradition most were born in the 
time between the wars, the youngest during WWII. They are now over 70, some approaching 
their 80s, a handful of elderly men and women. All of them recall learning to work with flax as 
children, being the last to practise work in the tradtional work process using the old tools they 
have kept. They also kept the output of their work with flax, wonderful textiles, linnen, 
tablecloth, clothes, valued as treasure of the farmhouse, not as a commodity but as part of the 
heritage within the family.  

There are few new-comers to keep up the “Mühlenverein”, e.g. the son of the founder of the 
“Mühlenverein”, the young farmer and heir of the farm. Work with the mills is his third main 
economic leg, next to his job as a mountain guide and farmer. He is very much supported by the 
municipality and its tourism department to keep and develop his programme for tourists, such 
as guided tours and living history workshops.  

3. Tracing Flax: Preserving knowledge and skills in co-operation with Schools and with the 
Region 

To keep and preserve traditional agricultural practises is not primarily part of farm economy. 
Farmers alway strive for new and better practises, better tools to make work easier und more 
efficient, to develop and improve skills constantly. Some work traditions are preserved as 
cultural heritage, as cultural sustainable practises to be kept as part of regional and local 
identity. In special tourism strategies it is used to attract tourists interested in history and 
cultural landscapes, in local culture and tradition - main marketing focus of the Lesach-Valley 
tourism advertising.  

Cultural heritage is definitely part of local identity, not only for culture associations but also for 
the main institutions of the Lesach Valley: its municipality, church and monastery, and the 
school. The Lesach Valley is a small municipality, loosing population at a low but steady pace, 
now app. 1.400 inhabitants after a population peak of more than 2.700 in the second half of the 
19th century (Neumann, 1997, 144). In the decision to emigrate from the valley cultural heritage 
and regional identification could play an important role. Local people start to engange in 
traditional culture very early, they become members in culture associations as children, while 
still in school. And the school is seen as institution to balance traditional and new culture. It 
became very much involved with culture and tradition of flax in the project “Landscape and You-
th - Tracing Flax”. 

The project was structured and organised as a co-operative research project of university and 
local school. It was designed to meet the organisational basics of the school, such as timetables, 
and the scientific methodological requirements of research, e.g. an open empirical research 
process (Strohmeier, et al., 2015). The organisational process was based on mutual interest and 
engagement, shared influence in decision making and shared decision finding processes also in 
research questions, methods, and products of research (Strohmeier et al., 2015; Wöhrer & 
Höcher 2012). And the project was carried out with a shared responsibility for the outcomes of 
the project.  

Right from the start, the research process was defined by the formal partnership of the local 
school (“Neue Mittelschule Lesachtal”, a primary school) and a regional high school (“HLW” 
Hermagor) with the research team. Starting with the research proposal it was set up in a co-
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operation with teachers and the head teachers as one of the requirements for funding. The 
research team took responsibility for the project’s management, but all activities in the region, 
workshops, oral history interviews, cultivation and processing of flax, documentary and media 
work were done with local and regional partners. Methods for activities in school, didactics and 
also workshops outside class were chosen and designed co-operatively.  

Local partners supported the project with accommodation, transport facilities and - most of all 
- by communicating the project in the region. Local associations, e.g. the “Mühlenverein”, the 
“Kulturverein” and the “Kräuterverein” (Herbs Association) were very much involved in 
organising history re-enactment such as cultivating flax, sow and weed flax, retting, roasting, 
breaking, hackling flax, spinning yarn, weaving linnen, and pressing oil. Members of these 
associations played an important role in contacting elderly people and coordinating oral history 
interviews. Some elderly locals were invited as interview partners to oral-history workshops in 
the school and formed a network of contact persons and research partners. This local network 
of partners was both a precondition for successful research and to integrate the project in the 
local community, most important for a cultural sustainable impact of the project. 

4. Tracing Flax: Oral History 

The research team considered qualitative methods for its empirical research, like thematically 
structured interviews to access flax related knowledge in the local community. Soon it became 
clear that we would concentrate on a method widely used in historical research in everyday life 
history: Oral History. An approach more than a method, it became widerspread with a growing 
interest in the history of people and their lifeworlds in the 1970s (Ritchie, 2002, 7). Aware of the 
ongoing discourse on reliability and accuracy of oral history interviews, about problems of 
narratives constructed in local communities and the social myths transferred (Ritchie, 2002), we 
have decided to use oral history as one of our research approaches. The decision was based not 
only on methodological considerations but also on the idea, that oral history interviews could 
open up communication between two important groups of locals involved, between very old 
people in the valley and very young people. Only people above 70 years of age would remember 
work with flax, and they would prefer to tell about their memories to the young of their 
community, more than to urban academics. So we intented to start communication processes 
to find out about memories of work with flax, and to involve members of different generations 
in intergenerational communication.  

Students aged between 12 and 13 years of the local school in the Lesach-Valley, between 16 and 
19 years of the regional high school, were engaged in the project together with their teachers. 
Right after the start of the project with a meeting of all the involved persons, we prepared an 
oral history workshop. The workshop was organised in co-operation with a scientific expert in 
history methodology and with teachers to provide insight and competences in oral history 
methods, and to train students for oral history interviews. Students and teachers were 
instructed in how to undertake oral history interviews, both as a scientific method of empirical 
study and as communication between the generations. In the theoretical and hands-on 
workshop students started to interview elderly locals who were invited to the school and took 
part in the workshop for some hours. It was fascinating to observe how students acquired the 
skills necessary to conduct an interview, using a guideline with questions and asking questions 
freely in the process of the interview, and discussing and reflecting about the interviews 
afterwards in the workshop (Ritchie, 2002, 9). The guideline for the interviews consisted of 
questions, researchers, teachers and students had worked out – about traditional methods of 
cultivation and processing of flax and its importance in rural life. They asked about tools and 
practical competence needed, and about the specific knowledge necessary – experiential 
knowledge. Some of the oral history interviews ended in a lively communication between 
students and the interviewees. 
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Students and researchers accessed not only local narratives and traditional knowledge but 
formed new social contact between the generations too. Even if a student knew an interview 
partner as a local person, or as a neighbour, or even as a family member, most of them never or 
rarely had talked to each other in personal communication. We have learnt that 
intergenerational oral history interviews connect people of different generations in a socially 
integrating way, creating mutual interest and in some examples even tigthened emotional bonds 
within a family (Strohmeier, et al., 2015, 75). As opposed to passive learning, oral history is highly 
engaging for the students, it forms curiosity, affection, and emotions. Not only were stories 
collected, information and insight in old traditions and practises found and documented, the 
interviews created appreciation of the students for the memories and for the interviewed 
people.  

The interviews were mostly conducted by two students, one in the role of asking questions and 
leading the interview, the others task was to take care for the arrangement and the recording 
of the interviews. Both were accompanied by an experienced researcher. The students followed 
a guideline of questions in interviewing, but they also had to try to ask further questions within 
the inherent logic of the narrator’s stories. During the interviews, which took between one and 
one and a half hours, the interviewers started to ask questions sometimes more spontaneously 
rather than following their guideline. The oral history interviews – in total eight interviews were 
transcribed and analysed - served as an empirical source for several research products, including 
a documentary of local narratives and local practices related to flax. 

The results of the interviews showed that memories of flax growing and processing were very 
much interlinked with memories of the everyday life worlds and of special events, even political 
events such as WWII and the German Reich’s occupation of Austria. The narratives consisted of 
a combination of memorised experiences and also of legends and myths, of rituals and practises 
connected with flax. Two rituals mentioned in interviews can illustrate this combination. Sowing 
flax was accompanied with prayers, and a cross and flowers were put in the field: “Und dann 
wächst er so schön auf und dann am Johannistag, also am 24. Juni, ... haben wir ein Holzkreuz ... 
ein Kranz von Feldblumen hinaufgebunden und das hat man dann mitten in den Acker 
hineingesteckt.”1 (Strohmeier, et al., 2015, 26: Interview Strieder). Another example was the 
germination test of flax seeds in winter, a combination of test and local weather prediction: Was 
the winter cold, and the icicles outside the windows long, and the seeds on the window banks 
inside the house sprouted well, it signified long flax in a good growing season to come. 

Some stories about work steps included rituals and social customs connected to special chores. 
All of the interviewed women spoke about flax breaking, usually done by a large group of women 
to work efficiently with the heat and the freshly roasted flax, with enthusiasm and detailed 
memories. The women gathered for the breaking of flax around and in the hot “Brechelstube”. 
Sometime men came by and tried to peep into the steamy building. Caught in the act, women 
put a bundle of flax around their neck: the “Krageln”: “Ist auch so ein Brauch gewesen, das 
Krageln. Die Mädchen sind, wenn sie einen Burschen gesehen haben, mit so einem Tschippilein 
gebrecheltem Hoar nachgelaufen und haben ihn dem Burschen um den Hals herumgerieben und 
gesagt >Birn zahlen oder mi habn<”2. (Strohmeier, et al.,2015, 72). Talking about women’s work 
with flax and about “krageln” the interviewees spoke witty about gendered work and social 
contacts between men and women, telling and laughing about finding and selecting partners. 

 

                                                           
1 “And it blooms so beautifully and then on Johannisday, June 24th, ... we put a wooden cross with a 
wreath of meadow’s flowers in the middle of the field”, transl. GS 
2“It was such a custom too, the Krageln. The girls, when they saw a chap around, ran after him with a 
bundle of flax and slung it around his neck, shouting: >pay a pear or have me<”, transl. GS 
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The oral history interviews consisted of narratives starting with flax and leading to local 
memories and memorised social events as well as to local knowledge that was transferred in 
oral communication (Seywald, et al., 2004, p 140). A critical point in our oral history interviews 
on flax work can be found in the limitations of verbal communication. It can deliver only a verbal 
description of the very complex work, mainly referred vaguely as “hard”, as “time consuming”, 
and also as “fun” and “rewarding”. There are no details about the exact work process, about 
necessary skills and competences, e.g. how certain tools were used. More about work with flax, 
about the work processes and various work steps could be found out in history re-enactment 
workshops, the second main research approach of the project. 

5. Tracing Flax: History Re-enactment 

History re-enactment basically is a performance of historical events or of historical practises and 
experiences (McCalman, 2010, pp. 8). It is closely related to living history reviving historical 
moments or experiences; in general it involves people in pre-structured activities, sometimes 
even with open outcome. History re-enactment became well know for performing historical 
battles and there are many groups to re-enact battles, e.g. of the Civil War or of WWI’s Gallipoli 
Battle3. One widespread form of history re-enactment is dealing with native North American’s 
identity, or with “Indian”-stereotypes in Germany, playing the roles of Karl May’s indian 
phantasies (McCalman, 2010, pp. 159). In our case – tracing flax – village museums, agricultural 
museums and ethnographic rural culture collections performing history re-enactment are most 
relevant. There are many examples all over the world, living history farms and villages, widely 
known as “Skansen” (after the Swedish living history village in Stockholm) to provide historical 
experiences of everyday life and work as an educational mission. It is education, entertaining 
and involving affection, with elements of experiential learning. Work steps on farms can be re-
enacted, some tools can be used, newly built for the purpose of re-enactment or even authentic 
tools from historic time.  

History re-enactment has an important practical value in education and can be used very 
efficiently in schools providing insights in history that cognitive learning approaches cannot 
achieve (Morris, 2012, 13).  In our project we used history re-enactment to work at authentic 
work places, with original tools that were kept from the time they were in use, some close to 
hundred years old. Our main goal in performing history re-enactment was to re-create the 
experience of working flax to give the students the chance for experiential learning. Two 
workshops will be presented as examples for history re-enactment activities in the project, both 
empirical research and experiential learning at the same time: “Growing Flax”, and “Breaking 
Flax”. 

The workshop “Growing Flax” was dedicated to experience the work-steps of growing flax. Flax 
was sown by students in collaborative action with one of the farmers who has planted flax on 
his land, and with responsible persons for the monastery garden of Maria Luggau, one of the 
villages of the Lesach valley. The workshop took place in this garden. The municipality, in charge 
of the monastery garden, allowed the project to use app. 100 m² to grow flax. In the workshop 
students prepared the linseed to be used together with the farmer. He told them first about 
sowing flax: seeds should fall evenly on the soil, not too “thin” and not too “close” to each other. 
The sower had to grease his hands with bacon or use a tin-box with holes to make the seeds fall 
through evenly to make sure an even sowing throughout the whole field. Then the students had 
to rake the seeds in the soil. By doing the sowing they learnt the process in a bodily experience, 
e.g. how to evenly spread the seeds on the ground – they got involved in an experiential learning 
process. Talking about and reflecting the experience sowing as a work process a student 

                                                           
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-9Dq3oY09M 11.11.2015. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-9Dq3oY09M
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expressed his learning result: “jetzt weiß ich wirklich, wie man das gemacht hat...”4. There were 
two more worksteps organised in “Growing Flax”, weeding and harvesting flax. Weeding turned 
out to be a back-breaking job, not only to remove the weeds but also taking some of the flax-
plants from points in the field where it was sown too densely. Harvesting by hand was hard work 
and needed several necessary skills to rip the flax-plant with its routs, always taking several 
stems in the hand and immediately form them to bundles. The bundles had to be collected and 
hung up to dry. The workshop was done with a farmer who had long experience in growing flax 
and also was able to explain e very work-step in detail simultaneously to performing the work. 
The documentary film of the project visualizes the work together with the explanations of the 
farmer also for further research purpose.  

Another history re-enactment workshop was at the “Brechelstube” to break flax, mentioned 
above with stories about “brecheln” in oral history interviews. The farmer who owns the 
“Brechel-Stube” heated the building, starting early morning. When the students, teachers, and 
researchers arrived, the building was hot and a smoky smell surrounded the group. The farmer 
took flax in small bundels in the building, putting them on horizontal wooden sticks to be 
roasted. The warm, dry, and smoky bundels were taken out of the “Brechelstube” and put on 
the the “Brechel”, the wooden tool for breaking the now briddle stems. The work, threshing the 
stems on the the “Brechel” with a dull wooden sword to break the fibres loose, is rythmically 
clashing wood on the flax bundles. Dust and loose parts of the stems are thrown in the air. It is 
indeed hard work to be experienced and there is a specific experiential knowledge needed to 
judge when it is done, when the fibres are loose enough to be ready for the next work step, to 
be “hackled”. This last part of “brecheln” was done by the most experienced person of all the 
workers involved, in general by the farm wife. But it was fun too, there was laughter, and all 

could imagine singing work songs in the rythms of the “Brechel”. 

6. Oral History and History Re-enactment of Flax Work: Results and Conclusion 

Both, oral history and history re-enactment were used in the project as methods of empirical 
research, as methods of teaching and learning, and as form of communication between various 
groups involved in the project. Along its specific ways of use they had various outcomes. The 
results brought different informations, different experiences, and different communicative 
situations. Oral history and history re-enactment are diverse communication tools and the 
provide specific learning material and learning processes: texts and narratives, experiential 
knowledge and communicative reflection on the processes of action. 

Local knowledge and local narratives are retrieved in oral history interviews in verbal 
communication, they resulted in spoken texts in the interviews. They are transcribed and 
communicated as texts or in the form of symbols (letters, graphs, images). It is relatively easy to 
transfer their content in scientific texts, into a report or a written paper. The text can be 
illustrated with maps, diagrams, and with images, e.g. photos. It provides an intellectual insight 
and helps to imagine historical situations, e.g. the work with flax, as a cognitive process. 

Experiential knowledge is essentially communicated by doing, literally as “tacit” knowledge: 
without words, in a rather complicated learning process (Böhle et al, 2002). It is knowledge in 
action, knowledge performed. To communicate experiential learning is much more of a complex 
task than verbal information, although evidence of experiential learning is also expressed in 
spoken or written words. We answered this challenge with two films, a documentary film and 
an animated cartoon drawn by the students. The media products of the project included also a 
blog – based on research diaries - open to all students. In class, the students worked with photos 
and sound files for the flax blog and for a public radio program to communicate both learning 

                                                           
4 “Now I know really how this was done...”, transl. GS 
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and research results. One of the sound files and a video-clip was a “Flax-Rap”, a song written 
and performed by the students.  

Doing things and trying to improve the performance sometimes includes verbal communication 
sometimes not. In general talking does not play a crucial role in experiential learning, but history 
re-enactment usually is a communicative process too, sometimes it is even a role play consisting 
of talk and tale, used to explore authentic narratives and communicate them. This way it can 
deepen and clarify results of oral-history interviews. Both learning methods – text and oral 
transfer of knowledge and learning as living experience in work are interconnected: to fully 
understand a work process it needs to reflect, it needs description of the work done to reflect 
on the physical experience and experiential learning. So the results of the oral history interviews 
helped very much in finally understanding and interpreting work experience, and the 
experiential learning gave access to the narratives and texts that were outcome of oral history. 

The project worked with oral history interviews and history re-enactment workshops as primary 
methods. Additionally in the project various activities - also initiated by students – were 
organised to communicate research results within the participating schools, the local population 
and interested tourists visiting the Lesachtal, e.g. a smartphone application with the topic flax 
in the Lesach valley,  and the distribution of flax seeds to locals to be sown in their house 
gardens. Flax in house gardens and the small flax field in the new monastery garden received a 
lot of attention especially during the flowering period, when a bright blue patch of landscape 
helped people imagine the local landscape at times of traditional flax cultivation. All these 
products had the aim of communicating research results as widely as possible and in the process 
emphasised that increased local communication about traditions of flax cultivation and the 
traditional agricultural landscape could support identification with the region. Students now 
appreciate more of the traditional local knowledge during their first hand research, and an 
evaluation of the project showed that the involved students have got an increased landscape 
awareness (Strohmeier, et al., 2015). Landscape is not only a functional space for children, but 
also an important carrier of local culture and meaning, which opens up new approaches for 
promoting cultural sustainable development (Heintel, 2007).  
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